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1. Introduction  

-  BA-HR is perhaps best known as a commercial law firm, but has considerable experience 
in dealing with litigation, restructurings and insolvency matters 

-  BA-HR has been involved in the Jahre estate from 1991 until the estate was closed this 
summer 

-  A comprehensive report from the administrators has been made publicly available – 
regretfully in Norwegian only – on BA-HRs home page www.bahr.no  
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2. Anders Jahre (1891-1982) 

-  Lived his entire life in Sandefjord, Norway 

-  Practiced as a lawyer until 1928, but already in the early 1920s  
he began to engage himself in the whaling and shipping industries 

-  Formed and managed several companies, the most important  
being Kosmos AS, an entity operating out of Sandefjord, and  
managed by the firm of Anders Jahre 

-  Became a highly successful and respected businessman and  
philanthropist - honoured with the Royal Norwegian Order of St. Olav in 1950 and 1962, 
as well as an honorary professorship at the University of Oslo in 1961  

-  Another side to the picture; he was a large scale tax evader 
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3. The insolvent estate of Anders Jahre, deceased (the 
“Estate”) 

-  Investigations by the tax authorities had been initiated before Anders Jahre’s death in 
1982 

-  Lead to a tax claim against his estate in 1983 in an amount exceeding NOK 335 million 

-  The Estate has consequently been treated as an insolvent estate 

-  The main creditors of the Estate: the Municipality of Sandefjord and the Norwegian 
Government, represented by the Tax Collector in Sandefjord 

-  The administration of the Estate has revealed that Anders Jahre over a period of 40 
years built up and concealed a hidden foreign fortune. Such control has been confirmed 
by two Norwegian judgments from 2002 and 2003; thus he was regarded as the true 
beneficial owner. 

-  At the time of his death the total value of the foreign fortune was some USD 80 million  
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4. The background to the Jahre Case – Anders Jahre's   
 foreign fortune 

4.1 Pankos Operating Company SA, Panama ("Pankos") 

-  Incorporated in 1939 as a Panamanian corporation 

-  In his lifetime, Anders Jahre consistently maintained that he had no ownership interest 
in Pankos 

-  After his death, it was established that Jahre had controlled Pankos from the day it was 
incorporated, and that from the 1950s onward he had been its sole owner 

-  During the 1950s: Norwegian authorities commenced an investigation of Jahre’s 
connections to Pankos and other foreign companies, which Jahre claimed was owned by 
Onassis 

-  Investigations were put on hold when Norwegian companies controlled by Jahre bought 
ships from Pankos et al, since it was considered important by Norwegian authorities that 
such ships became Norwegian-flagged vessels 

-  As a result of the transaction, large sums were transferred abroad to companies 
ostensibly owned by Onassis but in reality owned by Jahre himself 
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4. The background to the Jahre Case – Anders Jahre's 
 foreign fortune 

4.2 New name of Pankos in 1958: Continental Trust Company ("CTC") 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CTC's continued business was conducted quietly until 1972  
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4. The background to the Jahre Case – Anders Jahre's 
 foreign fortune 

4.3 Continental Foundation 

-  Anders Jahre's foreign interests attracted new attention from the authorities when 
Anders Jahre in 1972, on behalf of CTC, promised the Sandefjord Municipality a 
NOK 40 million donation for the building of a new town hall 

-  Anders Jahre and his helpers realised that the focus on his foreign fortune would make 
it difficult for him to repatriate it to Norway in the short term 

-  Efforts were therefore commenced to reorganize the ownership of CTC in order to 
create a formal structure whereby Anders Jahre could retain control of the funds 
abroad, without appearing to have any involvement in the company 

-  Continental Foundation, an ostensibly charitable trust, was formed in 1976 under 
Bahamian law (later Cayman Islands law) to act as the formal owner of the shares of 
CTC 

-  The Norwegian-in-exile Thorleif Monsen was appointed as the nominal Settlor 

-  Continental Foundation was organized so that no single person could acquire control 
over it or its funds 
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4. The background to the Jahre Case – Anders Jahre's 
 foreign fortune 

4.3 Continental Foundation (continued) 

-  Formal control being exercised jointly by the appointed Advisors – Thorleif Monsen, Hugo 
Kindersley (Lazard) and a third person with links to Lazard.  

-  In addition, Lazard had a central supervising and controlling function for the purpose of 
safeguarding compliance with Anders Jahre's intentions and interests 

-  Bjørn Bettum was instrumental in the establishment of the trust, but did not personally 
have any formal position in it 
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5. The Estate's legal actions: Jurisdictional obstacles 

-  The Estate has been involved in disputes in the following jurisdictions:  
•  Norway  

•  UK 

•  The Cayman Islands  

•  USA 

-  Jurisdictional complications are almost bound to arise 

-  An example: 
•  In 1994, the Estate brought a claim against 82 persons and companies before the Chancery Division of High Court in 

London, UK 

•  As a countermove, the Estate was sued in the Cayman Islands by certain parties related to the some of the 
defendants in the UK proceedings 

•  The Estate attempted in vain to have the Cayman proceedings stayed, and withdrew its claim from the UK court 

•  The court of first instance in the Cayman Islands looked initially favourably at the Estate’s opponents, but 
subsequent judgments from the Court of Appeal and the Privy Council were in favour of the Estate 

•  The end result was that the Continental Foundation was declared void 
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6. The Estate's financial results – funding of the Estate 

-  The Estate's recoveries 
•  Total recoveries (including accrued interest): NOK 1,060 million.  

•  Net assets for distribution to the Estate’s creditors: NOK 420 million.  

•  Total costs: NOK 600 million plus NOK 40 million in profit sharing with a third party  

-  Asset tracing through cross-border litigation is extremely expensive. In practice, only 
States or solid groups of companies will be able to raise and risk the funds required  

-  Funding of the Estate – State financing 
•  Initially, limited funds were available to the Estate, most of which were spent before the legal action in the UK in 

1994 

•  No private financing was available 

•  The solution: Since the Tax Creditor was the principal creditor, the State provided a guarantee to finance the 
Estate’s activities - the majority in Parliament being motivated in part by a desire to send a clear message that 
those involved in tax avoidance would be pursued, no matter the cost.  

•  From 1994 up to January 2002 the Estate’s accumulated expenses (including interest) under the guarantee 
amounted to NOK 176 million 

•  That amount was repaid to the State in January 2002 
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7. Obstructions: Secrecy 

7.1 The case against Lazard et al: Banker confidentiality 

-  Lazard Bank failed to provide the Estate with information regarding CTC’s assets and 
Jahre’s other holdings, and thereby caused a loss to the Estate 

-  Lazard Bank claimed that it was prohibited, by a contractual duty of confidentiality, to 
provide the information requested by the Estate 

-  The Estate, on the other hand, claimed that it was "walking in the legal shoes of Mr. 
Jahre" and that Lazard was therefore under an obligation to disclose what it knew 
concerning Jahre's hidden foreign assets 

-  During legal proceedings in Norway in the late 1990s, the bank was to a large extent 
compelled by the court to produce the documents and information requested by the 
Estate 
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7. Obstructions: Secrecy 

7.2 Insight into Trusts domiciled in Cayman Islands/tax havens 

-  Offshore Asset Protection Trusts, such as Continental Foundation, offer secrecy and 
freedom from taxation, while preserving the trust settlor’s absolute control over trust 
assets 

-  Few formalities and little cost involved - no filing of documents or information with any 
government authority 

-  A common structure: A trust owning a holding or investment company, with the actual 
assets owned directly or indirectly by the company 

-  This is how Continental Foundation and CTC was set up: CTC continued its corporate 
activities as before, but with the trust, rather than Jahre, appearing as owner of CTC’s 
bearer shares 
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7. Obstructions: Secrecy 

7.3 Use of exempted company in the Cayman Islands/tax havens 

-  The Cayman Islands (and many other tax havens) authorize the creation of various forms 
of corporate entity, i.a. the exempted company 

-  Notable features of a Cayman exempted company include:  
•  Obtaining a guarantee of tax-free status from the government of the Cayman Islands for a period of twenty years 

•  Issuing shares in bearer form provided such shares are held by a custodian in accordance with the Companies Law, 
thus securing absolute anonymity 

•  Keeping its register of members anywhere in the world, with the register not available to public inspection 

•  No requirement to hold an annual general meeting of shareholders, nor to file shareholder information (minutes of 
annual general meetings, financial statements etc.) with the Registrar of Companies or any other governmental 
authority 

•  Although it may not engage in business in the Cayman Islands – it may conduct operations from the Cayman Islands 

•  Search of the Companies Registry will only reveal the date of incorporation, the type of company (exempt) and 
where the registered office is situated 
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7. Obstructions: Secrecy 

7.4 Cayman Islands Confidential Relationships (Preservation) Law (CRPL) 

-  CRPL governs disclosure of confidential information in the Cayman Islands arising in a 
professional relationship 

-  CRPL has extra-territorial effect 

-  CRPL makes it a criminal offence by “professional persons” to disclose "confidential 
information", or deliberately to obtain it or attempt to do so, except in certain 
specified circumstances 
•  “Professional persons” and “confidential information“ both being broadly defined 

-  Consequently: Subject to some exceptions, CRPL has application to all confidential 
information with respect to business of a professional nature, which arises in or is 
brought into the Cayman Islands and to all persons coming into possession of such 
information whether they be within or without the jurisdiction 

-  In the Estate’s experience, CRPL is a powerful tool that one can expect – as in the Jahre 
case - will be used for all its worth as a defence against those tracing assets  
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8. Closing remarks 

-  This is the Jahre case in a nutshell 

-  Within the timeframe available, it has only been possible to show you the top of the 
iceberg 

-  Still, I hope this may serve as an example of some of the challenges one is faced with 
when tracing assets across jurisdictions 
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